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Abstract
This paper introduces a conceptual platform for bringing students and teachers together in a social media
consortium. The results extracted from the questionnaire used in this paper exhibits that the majority of the
students support and are eager to see this idea live and willing to play an active role and show full commitment.
This consortium encompasses students and teachers from both school and university. This platform prepares the
students, fosters and enables them to a smooth transition from school to university, as well as improving the
students’ communication skills and academic performance by using mentoring, tutoring and coaching techniques.
As a case study of social media, Facebook was used as a communication and interactive tool amongst group
members. The theme behind this platform is to construct academic group from final year school students with
first year university students to exchange experience and transfer knowledge. This group has school teachers as
well as university teachers. Each group has a mentor, coach and tutor. Each of them will play a specific role
throughout the group, which will be highlighted in this paper. The outcomes were useful and interesting for
students, their parents and teachers involved. It was a great experiment and recommended to widen it to involve
more students and teachers.
Keywords: social media, Facebook, mentoring, coaching, tutoring, academic quality, general certificate
1. Introduction
Student-centered learning strategies, especially in the higher education sector, have had more emphasis over the
last twenty years. This emphasis is accompanied by more considerations for utilizing technology and exploiting
its ubiquity and the role it could play to consolidate and support effective learning (Roblyer et al., 2010). The
teacher is no longer the only source of information and his/her role should be evolved from teaching into
monitoring and supervising in the teaching and learning process as a whole. The availability of technology
now-a-days, and social media as a special case, should ease the teachers’ duties and aid them to play different
roles as tutors, mentors and coaches. This paper explores the acceptance and readiness of both students and
teachers to use social media as a platform for interactive learning means and an effective communication tool to
overcome and bridge the gap between school and university life. A questionnaire has been prepared and
disseminated amongst female and male students from a final year of a school who are potential university
students in addition to their teachers. The questionnaire shows the availability of the technology and Internet
access among the surveyed students and teachers, which makes life easy to use social media, and as a case study
Facebook, as a communication tool. A group in face book has been created and involved of students from both
the university and school with their teachers started utilizing social media and evaluating the efficiency and
effectiveness of the process by evaluating the feedback from participants.
2. Research Rationale
The rationale behind conducting this study is to explore the requirements, preparation and readiness of students
and teachers using social media as a communication tool to improve the school student’s communication and
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study skiills and prepaare them for university
u
lifee. An addition
n expected reesult is also hhow to help the
t school
students uutilize their fuull potential and
a creativity to maximize their
t
academic achievemennts by exposin
ng them to
experiencced students and
a staff to help them secuure the desireed place at thee university. T
This will imp
prove their
future perrspectives andd help them seelect the approopriate subjecct to study. By
y improving thheir awareness of future
life and ppreparing them
m for experien
ncing a new ennvironment to
otally differen
nt than the schhool environm
ment which
could lead to improvem
ments in their behavior and maximize rettention and graaduation rate. The proposed
d platform
will enhaance student-teeacher engageement in an innformal enviro
onment, which will eliminaate some barrriers, build
trust in thhe relationshipp, increase thee students’ connfidence, and improve diffeerent required skills.
3. Literature Review
kled directly bby researchers, while the social media ooccupied a hu
uge area in
The papeer subject has not been tack
the reseaarch fields of school and university
u
educ
ucation. In this section, the researchers m
mentioned some of the
most relaated and newesst papers.
Mazzoni and Iannoni (2013) defin
ned the sociaal capital in a different way
w based onn the studentt position.
Accordinng to their stuudy, social neetworks may ffacilitate subssequent inserttion into the uuniversity con
ntext. The
study refeerred to Italiann culture whicch may be sim
milar to most European
E
coun
ntries but not tthe Middle Eaast.
Using diffferent means of social med
dia could offerr a new paradigm to enhancce and foster tthe learning ex
xperience.
Greenhow
w and Gleasoon (2012) antiicipate the usee of Twitter as
a a new literracy practice tto enhance Learning in
higher edducation whichh could impro
ove the studennts’ engagemeent and achiev
ve better interaaction between students
and their teachers and lecturers. Fussch (2011) sup
upports the usee of such sociial media to ppromote studen
nts’ social
presence,, create interaactive teachin
ng and learninng environmeent and conso
olidate collabborative study
y amongst
students.
gested to auggment the use of technolog
gy in teachingg and learning
g and urge
Dunn (20012), Kuh (20005) also sugg
more empphasis and exxploitation of technology
t
inn the learning environment and this requiires an extend
ded degree
of technoological engaggement. Frozzii and Mezzonni (2011) show
wed the social networks in ssupporting thee emerging
adults in maintaining and
a developing
g their social ccapital.
ogy into the leearning and teeaching process is quite
Zepke annd Leach (20110) show that the integratioon of technolo
importantt as the line beetween socialization and onnline learning becomes blurrred. They alsso suggest thatt students’
dispositioons and motivvation will possitively affect their engagem
ment in the interactive learnning process.
While Ellbadawy and Hashim (201
15), on the oother hand, sttated that therre is no relattion between academic
achievem
ment and the use
u of social networks. Theiir results weree derived from
m a study theyy did over a big number
of university students.
ow Universityy has conduccted a study on
o the usage of social media in the
The Schoool of Educattion at Glasgo
learning eenvironment (Glasgow
(
Uniiversity, 2013 ). The study focuses
f
on how
w many of thee students currrently use
social meedia, what kinnd of social meedia they use,, what the purrpose of using it is, and do tthey believe that if they
use it as a learning toool it will enhaance their learrning experien
nce. An online survey was used and disseminated
amongst tthe college stuudents. The reesults of the suurvey are show
wn in Figures 1 and 2.

Figurre 1. Social media
m
types useed by the stud
dents (Glasgow
w University, 2013)
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Figgure 2. The pu
urpose of usinng social mediia (Glasgow University,
U
20 13)
The folloowing are som
me of the valuaable commentss, students hav
ve provided th
hroughout thee study.
“It is a cconvenient waay to interactt with specificc people and get feedback quickly, and also a more attractive
approachh which is wellcomed by you
ung people whho live in the age
a of IT”
“Yes, soccial media is a valuable too
ol to use withiin higher educcation. It can enhance learn
rning as studen
nts can be
connectedd to tutors, peeers, etc. 24/7. The hierarchhies are brokeen down and everyone can sshare ideas.”
“No, I doon’t think thatt social media
a is a useful w
way in which to
o learn. It pro
ovides only a ssuperficial co
ontact with
peers/stafff and can detract from esssential skills w
which should be developed
d in higher edducation such as formal
academicc writing, verbbal communication, self-aw
wareness and reflection
r
on th
he learning exxperience”.
As there are invaluablle opportunities offered byy social mediaa, there are many
m
challengges as privacy
y and high
chances oof miscommunnication and misunderstand
m
ding because of
o the lack of face-to-face ccontact. Thesee concerns
and challenges need too be considered when plannning for group activities; oth
herwise it mayy increase diffficulty and
cause neggative impactts (Zaidieh, 2012).
2
This pproblem can be
b overcome by using thee Facebook group
g
as a
supplemeentary tool to the traditionaal methods of face-to-face conversation
c
but
b not as an aalternative. Th
he privacy
issues will be handled by offering in
ndividual tutorring in the forrm of face-to-fface meetings .
4. Benefiits of Using Social Media as
a a Learningg Tool
A study conducted byy Glasgow University
U
highhlighted som
me important benefits
b
of ussing social media
m
as a
learning ttool in the higgher education
n environmentt (Glasgow Un
niversity, 2013
3):
-

T
The student becomes more motivated andd engaged witth the course material;
m

-

P
Promote and enhance
e
studeent-to-student collaboration
n as well as stu
udent lecturer//teacher interaaction;

-

A
Accelerated data
d and inform
mation sharingg and eliminatte barriers to self-expression
s
on and contribu
ution;

-

R
Removes barrriers to self-ex
xpression and contribution;

-

P
Provides students with 21st Century skill s which could
d improve theiir employabiliity and increasse levels
oof satisfactionn

At the otther hand, (H
Heffner, 2016)) conducted a study at Ro
owan University to see how
w social med
dia use by
undergradduate studentss affects theirr academics aas well as theiir social life in
i college. Thhe involved paarticipants
where 1116 undergraduuate students who use diffferent social media
m
such ass Twitter, Faccebook, Instag
gram, and
SnapChatt. The study found that so
ocial media uuse by underg
graduate studeents does nott positively affect their
academiccs and social liife in college, denying the pprevious resullts.
In our casse, the last claaim of (Heffner, 2016) doess not affect ou
ur study, and that
t is becausse the social media
m
is an
environm
ment that bringgs students to
ogether to expplore their exp
pectations of their future w
world, and to help them
know thee real environm
ment they are going to live aat the university.
5. Mentooring, Tutorin
ng and Coach
hing
Mentorinng, tutoring and
a
coaching are processees used in accademia as well
w as in buusiness to enhance the
individuaal’s full potenttial by offering ongoing suppport and development opportunities (Cluutterbuck, 200
04). Many
authors ddefine mentorring as “offeriing help and support to leearners throug
gh their transiition from one stage of
professional developm
ment to anotheer, to help thee others to acchieve their goals” (Wallacce and Gravellls, 2005).
Indeed soocial media caan be a suitable environmennt for encourag
ging informal discussion oppenly and confidently.
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While tutoring is helping audience to prepare for the exams and provides them with academic skills and subject
knowledge. The coach is more experienced than the tutor and has focused expertise (Megginson and Clutterbuck,
2005).
The university fresher’s year students face various problems as they are exposed to a new and totally different
environment. These problems can affect their academic performance and sometimes take them a lot of time to
settle down and integrate with university life. Using social media as a tool of tutoring and mentoring could help
them overcome these difficulties and smoothen their integration in the university life. This tool should be used in
the final year of school life to arm them with the necessary skills of planning for future study.
A school or university teacher could play the role of mentoring, as he/she is an experienced person of relative
authority, specific skills and has a valued perspective by the learner. The institute of management highlighted
some essential mentoring skills (People Management, 1999). The mentor should be an active listening, reading,
concentrate on what the mentee is saying, showing full understanding and responding positively to students
concerns and queries. Susan Wallace and Jonathan Gravells suggest some ways to follow to perform active
listening (Wallace and Gravells, 2006).
As long as the mentor should have some skills to perform well in the mentoring process, the mentee should have
correspondent skills to play the effective role as a mentee and be well prepared to communicate and perform to
reap the benefits from mentoring. In the mentoring process, much depends on the skills and attributes of the
mentee. The mentee can learn to become a skilled mentee.
Sarah Hartley in her mentoring and coaching skills development guidance pack (Hartley, 2006) suggests that the
mentoring process is a three-staged process of exploration, new understanding and action which makes the
mentoring process useful to use within mentoring conversations.
Exploration
Exploration stage is where the mentor uses questions, listening, and negotiation besides the following principles
to facilitate the mentoring process:
- Take the lead to open the discussion and pay attention to the relationship.
- Clarify aims, objectives and discuss ground rules and support and counsel the mentee.
New Understanding
In this stage the mentor supports, counsels, offers feedback, coaches and demonstrates skills besides using
listening and challenging, using both open and closed questions and giving information and advice to help the
mentee identify learning and development needs.
Action
The mentor may examine options and consequences, negotiate and develop the action plan by encouraging new
ideas and creativity, helping in decisions and problem solving, and agree the proposed action plans and monitor
and review its progress.
However, the mentoring process rarely moves in a straight line from stage one to stage three. More, often, in use,
the conversation moves about between all of the stages. The mentor has a temptation and the desire to get the
action as quickly as possible but often the quality and the commitment to the action are dependent on the quality
of stage one and two.
6. Methodology
We have reviewed some relevant literature and studies to explore the feasibility of using social media as a
learning tool as well as a process of tutoring, mentoring and coaching. We also prepared two questionnaires to
understand the readiness and willingness of both students and teachers of adopting and using the social media in
the teaching and learning process; one questionnaire was designed for the students and the other one was for
teachers. These two questionnaires are dissimilated to two different schools; girls and boys. The total sample was
157 students and 29 teachers. The data extracted from each questionnaire is analyzed according to the gender.
Finally, the results are compared with their gender counterpart. Two tables are formulated to represent data
separately.
Platform Implementation
As a result, from the early study, the following steps are proposed as a consolidated tool for teaching and
learning. The recommended platform is to prepare and expose final year school students to university life.
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1) PREPARATION
Training sessions have been conducted to enable the teachers to play the role of mentoring, coaching
and tutoring and how to use the technology, especially social media and other supplementary
technology.
2) Conduct a physical meeting with the group of students involved in the study with their teachers from
the school and the university,
3) CREATE A FACEBOOK GROUP
A Facebook group has been created Each and contains ten final year school students with a balanced
gender ratio (male and female) from two different schools and three university students and two staff
members, one from the school and the other from a university.
4) ASSIGN ROLES TO EACH STAFF MEMBER
The schoolteacher is the group tutor to help the students with the daily school duties and involve the
subject matter expert where required. The university instructor plays the role of mentor and coach. In
addition to that, he/she supervises the whole process to ensure positive achievements.
5) POSTING QUERIES, CONCERNS AND PROBLEMS
The students started posting their queries, concerns and problems in their learning and creating an
interactive environment where their peers and schoolteachers tried to answer the queries, propose
solutions and the university teacher contributed where possible and monitored the responses and
validated the answers.
The tutor encouraged each member of the group especially the students to find creative ideas and
subjects and raise them for discussion.
6) ENCOURAGE STUDENTS CREATIVITY
Encourage each member of group especially the students to look for creative ideas and subjects and
bring them for discussion. This could be in monthly basis or open to anyone who has an idea for
discussion.
7) POSTING SUPPLEMENTS AND TEACHING MATERIALS
The teachers or university students and different group members posted relevant materials including
websites for the students to look at for assisting them in finding the answers and consolidated their
learning progress.
8) PARENTS INVOLVEMENT
Parents are invited from time to time in the interactive environment and exposed their concerns, gave
advice and monitoring and witness the performance and the behavior of their children and scan the
comments and queries on the platform.
9) CONDUCTING PERIODIC MEETINGS
University instructor conducted periodic meetings with the whole group three times in the semester.
One meeting conducted in the school environment which was a good opportunity for university teacher
to meet school staff and deliver an inspirational lecture to students; the other meeting was in the
university environment and a third one was face-to-face.
7. Results and Discussion
The questionnaire used in this research aimed to explore the potential of teachers of both genders and their
readiness and willingness to use social media for academic purposes. Table 1 shows the findings of the teacher
questionnaire. It shows that 9 out of 11 male teachers expressed their needs and interests to improve their
communication and study skills while all of the female teachers are interested in improving their communication
and study skills to enrich their subject expertise and maximize their performance. All teachers (males and
females) believe that utilizing social media, Facebook as a case, could improve and foster their personality,
team-working skills and offer them the opportunity to get experience, supervision and help from other peers. All
of the surveyed teachers are using the internet between two to four hours a day. Most of them are using social
media for socialization purposes, which represents a good potential to utilize it for academic purposes.

5
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Table 1. Teacher’s questionnaire findings
Male (11)

Female (18)

Yes
Improvement Skills
(needed)
Facebook Utilization
(Prospective)
Internet Access
(daily) 2 hours or less
Facebook Usage

No

Yes

No

Communication Skills

9

2

18

0

Study Skills

7

4

16

2

Foster Personal Skills

8

3

17

1

Team Working

11

0

16

2

Get Experience, Supervision, Help

11

0

16

2

Less 2Hours

4

3

More 2 Hours

5

12

Socialization

7

11

Academic and Learning

2

4

Table 2 below shows the students potential, readiness and willingness to use social media in their learning
process and to prepare them for university life. It shows that 100% of both female and male students are looking
to improve their communication and study skills to improve their performance, which enables them to study their
own choice at the university and to attain better future. 80% of male students are not fully aware of university
life, while 88% of female students share the same feelings. Both students are using the internet around two hours
a day on average surfing the Facebook for socialization purposes, which means they have the potential and are
ready to use social media for academic purposes if they find someone to facilitate the process and lead them.
Table 2. Student’s questionnaire findings
Male (77)

Improvement Skills (needed)

Facebook Utilization
(Prospective)
Internet Access* (daily basis)
Facebook Usage

Communication Skills
Study Skills
Prospective of University Life
Foster Personal Skills
Team Working
Get Experience, Supervision, Help
Less 2Hours
More 2 Hours
Socialization
Academic and Learning

Female (80)

Yes

No

Yes

No

77
73
62
71
70
73

0
4
15
6
7
4

80
73
70
76
74
77

0
7
8
4
6
3

17
60
74
3

73
7
72
8

* Internet Access: 99% of the surveyed has internet access
There were a variety of benefits for the platform which have a positive impact on the students, teachers and
parents, a survey had been conducted with the students and their parents and teachers involved and the results as
follow:
-

Students utilized their leisure and fully engaged in the study and find it very social and positively
affected their academic performance as it motivated them to university. This was clear from a
comparison of their performance before and after the experiment.

-

Introduced school students to the evaluation and scoring process in university system.

-

Introduced the school students to the way classes are registered and attended at the university.

-

Introduced the newbies to the clubs, extracurricular activities and university scientific activities.

-

Introduced school students to the university social life.

-

Improved students’ aspirations.

-

Improved students’ communication, study and research skills.
6
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-

Parents were supportive and pleased for the outcome of the experiment and recommended to adopt this
kind of education as a supplement tool to the traditional education.

-

A feedback tool for both the school and the university to improve their performance and services.

-

A platform to expose students to new emerging technologies.

-

Enhanced ethical values such as privacy, copyright, honesty and trust.

-

Knowledge transfer which helped to enable the current students to lead and share knowledge with other
groups within the school and spread the new culture.

-

Ensured the smooth integration of school students into university life where the involved students found
more prepared for university life.

-

Improved the students’ behavior by understanding the real meaning of “undependability”, “freedom”,
“responsibility” and “maturity” in their future life.

8. Conclusion and Future Work
The findings from the questionnaires show a similarity with findings from Glasgow University as the majority of
the students surveyed are using social media for personal and social purposes with a difference that the target
group at Glasgow University are university students while the target group in our study are final year school
students. The results also highlighted the potential of both students and teachers and the necessity of
implementing a platform to play a vital role in the teaching and learning process. The platform could be used in
voluntary work. Another option for funding the system is the university and the school to pay extra money or
part of the teachers load. Or, it could be used as a business tool with a suitable business model. The survey
conducted with the students and their parents and teachers involved in the experiment found it very helpful and
useful as supplement tool to enhance the teaching and learning process and contribute positively in the students
integration in the university life.
Future work will be the utilization of the platform and the usage of social media in a large size and involve more
students and teachers to utilize this technique to gain better outcomes and improves the student’s skills and
behavior and ultimately their academic performance, their awareness and readiness for university life.
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